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Dear Sir/Madam,
firstly, we would like to thank you for your confidence in our scientific journal Advances in Electrical
and Electronic Engineering. Editorial staff is taking actions to make publishing of your articles in
our journal more friendly, submitting articles smoother and your scientific activities were supported
as much as possible. Following information are related to supporting and covering of your
conference by means of special issue of Advances in Electrical and Electronic Engineering journal.
The maximum number of articles in special issue we plan to be about 20. At first, there are
some conditions necessary to discuss for a good cooperation in between us. We will need a list of
reviewers of the conference, who will be willing to help in the new review processing of articles for
special issue from some International Conference. We expect that conference committee will
inform all reviewers in advance that we will ask them for a review. For every article there must be
two recommended reviewers, which must have different institution affiliation then author or coauthor of given article. We recommend to conference committees to inform all reviewers that their
name will remain in our journal database and that they may be asked for a future review in regular
issues of Advances in Electrical and Electronic Engineering journal.
All chosen articles will be submitted by authors, including author’s metadata. All
recommended reviewers can be registered by journal redaction. The journal editorial board has the
right to choose reviewers for given articles and can change recommended reviewers. Regarding to
the conditions that we require for submitting of extended articles some International. Conference,
are as follows:


Title of the article.



Abstract (80 to 200 words, no more) and keywords (at least 3, insert them in a format
according to Help).



Do not forget to thank to the support projects or grants, in case you have some
(again, insert them in a format according to Help, the acronym of the project and its
number).



A very important condition is the extension or amendment of at least 40% compared
to an article published in the conference - this page should contain your new findings,
which were the subject of the previous article, i.e. new simulations, experiments and
measurements, etc. The 40%, which widens the article, must not be of pure text
character. If this is the page where you will derive new mathematical relationships, on
the basis of carried out research, then everything is fine.



The article styles and formats must follow journal’s template.
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Notice: Please keep at mind that complying with all necessary conditions, extension of a
chosen article from given conference doesn’t mean that article will be unambiguously accepted.
Every article will be checked if all conditions are fulfilled, if not article will be automatically rejected
from review process and won’t be publish in special issue.
Standard duration for special issue publication is about 5 – 10 months, when every article
undergoes review process and is subjected to verification of plagiarism, formal and linguistic
conditions, corrections and final layout editor inspection.
In the name of all editorial team members we look forward to possible future cooperation and
wish you much success in your science and research activities.

Jan Latal
Editor-in-Chief
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